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1846

Philips Park opened on 22nd
August 1846 as one of the
country’s first municipal parks,
intended for free use by the
public. It was established with
funds raised by public subscription
and the land was purchased for
£6,200 (approximately £13 million
today) from the estate of Lady
Hoghton and designed by Joshua
Major a leading Landscape Garden
Designer. The park’s creation was
largely due to the effort of local
MP Mark Philips, from whom the
park takes its name.

circa 1920s

Previously, there had been no formal open space for
ordinary people to relax in. The new public parks were
designed to be “the clean lungs for the working city
of Manchester”, valued for their benefits to public
health, just as they are today. Some of the park’s
original features still exist, including the carriage drive,
serpentine paths, the pond and the amphitheatre now
known as ‘Tulip Valley’.
Philips Park would be the site of several more important
firsts for the city: Manchester’s first municipal public
cemetery was opened to the north of the park in 1867,
1872 saw the opening of the city’s first bowling green,
where the Peace Garden now stands, and in 1891 the
city’s first open air swimming pool was opened.
The early twentieth century was the area’s industrial
heyday, and Philips Park flourished as local workers
sought rest and recreation in natural surroundings.
During this time the park was famous for the spectacular
annual floral displays in the ornamental flower beds
of ‘Tulip Valley’. These attracted thousands of visitors,
particularly during the weekend of ‘Tulip Sunday’ in May
when the display was at its most vibrant.

circa 1940s

2007

The second half of the twentieth century saw the traditional
industries of east Manchester go into decline, and Philips
Park suffered too as visitor numbers fell and investment
was reduced. However, since the Millennium several
developments have ensured that its future is much brighter.
In 2001 Philips Park was given Grade II status on the
National Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic
Interest in England, and the 2002 Commonwealth Games
saw the park undergo a wide range of improvements. In
2005 Philips Park was awarded Green Flag status by the
Civic Trust: this award scheme recognises and rewards
the country’s best green spaces.
Philips Park is part of the Medlock Valley, which runs
through the whole of east Manchester and is a major
environmental resource for the area. The Medlock
Valley Project has been established to improve the
environment and enable the Valley to develop its
full role in the wider regeneration programme within
east Manchester. Philips Park is of great importance
to that programme, and the Medlock Valley Project is
working to ensure its rich heritage will be preserved for
generations to come.

Visiting the Park
Main Entrances
• Stuart Street via Manchester Velodrome.
• Fairclough Street off Bank Street

Bluebells

Parks provide important places for
wildlife in urban settings, as well
as contributing to the health and
well-being of local people. They
perform important environmental
functions, such as stabilising urban
temperatures and humidity, and
absorbing pollutants in air and
groundwater. Because they are
close to schools and housing,
they are also an ideal resource for
learning about the environment
and wildlife.

Philips Park contains a range of wildlife habitats,
including amenity grassland, trees, a wildflower
meadow, a pond and the River Medlock. These
habitats support a wide variety of plants and animals
some of which are described here. This is known as
“biodiversity” - the web of life on which we and all other
species rely on for survival. We all have a part to play
in the safeguarding of our environment, at both local
and global level. More information about Philips Park’s
habitats can be found on the ‘Wildabout’ information
boards across the park. For more information about
Manchester’s biodiversity visit:
www.wildaboutmanchester.info
Things to look out for in Philips Park include:

Bats
Pipstrelle bats have been known to be frequent visitors
to the park at dusk, feeding over the pond and the river.

Bluebells
Volunteers have planted thousands of these native bulbs
in the woodlands in Tulip Valley. Come and see them in
the months of April and May.

Heron

Manchester Poplars

Herons
These wading birds prey on fish, frogs and other aquatic
species. They hunt by patiently standing still at the side
of the water, and striking rapidly when prey comes into
range. Look out for them at the pond.

Black (or ‘Manchester’) Poplars
These trees were planted widely in the Manchester area
during the early 20th century due to their tolerance to
polluted air. However, they are now under attack from a
disease, ‘poplar scab’, which kills the tree by preventing
it from producing leaves. Philips Park once had many
examples of this tree – now only a few survive, in the
vicinity of the Lodge.

Bank Bridge Meadow
Wildflower areas are attractive and encourage a
variety of life. Bank Bridge Meadow to the north of
the allotments, the site of an old tannery, is home to
ragged robin, wild carrot, teasel, meadow sweet and
many ferns amongst other species.

Welcome

Things to do

People

Philips Park is one of Manchester’s
finest green spaces, with over 150
years of history.

Children’s Play Areas

Philips Park is managed and cared for by a variety of
local stakeholders. Some of these people are directly
employed to manage and maintain the area. Others
volunteer their time to help look after the park. Some of
these groups include:

Car Parking: available at the nearby Manchester
Velodrome (there may be a charge during Velodrome
events). There is also on-street parking around the park.
By Bus: The 53 (Cheetham – Pendleton), 54 (Longsight
– Hulme), 217 and 218 (Manchester – Tameside
General Hospital) all stop on Alan Turing Way. The 185
(Sportcity – Ancoats circular) operates a Hail and Ride
service along Fairclough Street. Many other services
stop at the junction of Alan Turing Way and Ashton
New Road. Visit www.gmpte.com for times and details.
Visitor Centre: located at the Stuart Street entrance.

Philips Park, Stuart Street, Manchester M11 4DQ.
e-mail: leisure@manchester.gov.uk

Visitor Centre: 0161 231 3090

www.philipspark.org.uk
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The park is situated in east
Manchester next to the City of
Manchester Stadium, and can be
easily reached by public transport
from surrounding areas and the
city centre. Access for disabled
people is provided.
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Mark Philips MP, 1846, from a speech given on the day of
Philips Park’s opening.
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“Urge upon every member
of your families, and upon
every friend, coming into
these pleasant places, that
they have an individual
property in every tree,
plant, shrub and walk”
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The park gained Green Flag
Status by the Civic Trust in 2005 in
recognition of its high standard in
park management. We hope you
enjoy exploring the park.

There are two children’s play areas – one near the Visitor
Centre suitable for younger children and one near the
allotments suitable for older children.

Walking
Check the website for suggested walking routes themed
around health, nature and history. There are also
orienteering posts for the more adventurous.

Ball Court
A multi-purpose court incorporating quick cricket, five-aside football and basketball.

Bowling Greens
The local Bowling Club meets regularly, offering a warm
welcome to beginners, as well as experienced bowlers.
For more information contact the Visitor Centre.

Friends of Philips Park
A collective of local people who volunteer their time
and energy to help care for and improve Philips Park.
Membership is free and open to all – to find out about
meetings phone the Visitor Centre.

Medlock Valley Project
A partnership project leading on the regeneration of the
Medlock Valley in east Manchester.

Manchester Leisure

Allotments

A department of Manchester City Council, responsible
for the city’s parks and sports development.

To apply for an allotment plot contact the City
Allotments Manager on 0161 226 3322.

Park Wardens

Community Orchard
The site has a wide variety of fruit trees and is open to
visitors by appointment. Contact the Visitor Centre to
arrange a viewing.

Public Events
The park is host to a wide range of public events.
Contact the Visitor Centre for more information.

These are the people who work directly in Philips
Park. They deliver a wide range of services, acting as
community liaisons as well as working with schools and
local groups to organise activities.

1 Visitor Centre

2 Bowling Green

3 Peace Garden

4 Tulip Valley

5 Allotments

The local Bowling Club meets regularly, offering
a warm welcome to beginners, as well as more
experienced bowlers. For more information contact
the Philips Park Visitor Centre.

Includes a Peace Mosaic installed in 2003. The
English Oak tree was planted in 2007 in memory of
the people who worked in the many industries in
east Manchester during World War II (1939-1945).

Containing ornamental flowerbeds, located to the
east of the park towards the cemetery. A beautiful
place in which to stretch your legs, or simply relax
amidst the wildlife.

If you’re keen to exercise your ‘green fingers’, or
are simply looking for gardening tips, then this is
the place to visit! For more information contact the
City Allotments manager on 0161 226 3322.

Also called ‘The Lodge’, the visitor centre provides
a range of information about the park and its history.
The Wardens are based here and can help with any
enquiries you may have during office hours.

Philips Park and surrounding areas
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Erected in 1896 to mark the 50th anniversary of
the opening of the Park.

The site has many fruit trees and is designed to
bring a warm welcome to visitors. The Community
Orchard is open by appointment only and is well
worth a visit! For more information contact the
Philips Park Visitor Centre.

8 Viaduct

Refreshments
Refreshments are available at the nearby
Manchester Velodrome, and the City of Manchester
Stadium in the Citystore.
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There are two children’s play areas – one near the
Visitor Centre suitable for younger children and
one near the allotments suitable for older children.
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The Medlock Valley is the setting for Philips Park.
The River Medlock flows through the heart of east
Manchester, forming the northern boundary of the
park and linking it to Clayton Vale and Manchester
City Centre. The river itself begins upstream of
Strinesdale Reservoir to the north east of Oldham,
flowing through east Manchester to join the Irwell/
Manchester Ship Canal at Castlefield. The Industrial
Revolution exacted a heavy toll on the river, with
factories and waste tips lining its banks. Recent
restoration of the river and its landscape has seen
an improvement in water quality and the return
of fish and other wildlife (including the elusive
Kingfisher!)

7 Community Orchard

12 Children’s Play Areas

The cemetery also contains a number of graves of
historic interest. These include two survivors of the
1854 Charge of the Light Brigade in the Crimean
War, a soldier who received the Victoria Cross
for bravery at the battle of Rorke’s Drift in 1879
(famously dramatised in the 1964 film ‘Zulu’), and
a family who perished during the 1915 sinking of
the liner Lusitania, an act that would contribute to
the United States’ decision to enter the First World
War. The cemetery opens for visitors from 9am on
weekdays and from 10am on Saturday, Sunday and
public holidays. For more information call Blackley
Crematorium on 0161 740 5359.
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Philips Park
Cemetery

Philips Park Cemetery was Manchester’s first
municipal public cemetery when it opened in 1866.
It lies adjacent to the park, on the northern side
of the River Medlock. Like the park, it has been
listed by English Heritage as a Grade II site on the
Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic
Interest in England.
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five-a-side football and basketball.
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Philips Park forms part of the Sportcity area of east
Manchester - the largest concentration of sporting
venues in Europe, first developed to host the
Manchester Commonwealth Games in 2002. Work
began in the 1990s to regenerate this extensive
derelict site, which had suffered with the collapse
of traditional industries in the area. The 2002
Commonwealth Games served as a tremendous
driver for regeneration, leaving this area with a
legacy of landmark sporting venues and a radically
improved image.

The area around Philips Park has a rich industrial
heritage. Former industries include coal mining,
cotton mills, engineering works, coking works,
power production and chemicals.
Famous local industries include Bradford Pit,
which was the deepest coalmine in England. Coal
was mined in the area from Tudor times, and
Bradford pit supplied much of the coal used to
power the very first cotton mills in Manchester. It
finally closed in 1968. Johnson and Nephew’s wire
works was similarly famous, supplying wire for the
first transatlantic cables and many other products
exported all over the world.
A new railway viaduct across the east end of the
park was first proposed in 1901. This would link the
main line with a new power station and chemical
works in Clayton and Openshaw. The viaduct
arches remain a distinctive feature of the park to
this day.

